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A warrior born on an isolated island, the seven
gods (the Elden Ring) formed the Guild of Mages

to battle against the Great Evils that began
corrupting the world. They shared their power
with the world in exchange for its stabilization.
However, the evil sensed their weakness and
began its assault on them. The seven gods

abandoned their territory and vanished. In the
hope that the world will stabilize, the guild sealed
the entrance to the seven islands and suspended

all activity. A millennium has passed in peace.
However, an ancient Elder God, corrupted by the
Great Evil, has appeared and opened the seven
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islands. The Gods have returned. So it was that
the seven islands ended up in the Lands Between.
Despite being sealed off from the outside world,
the Lands Between has come to be a mysterious

and dangerous place. DISCOVER THE LANDS
BETWEEN 1. THE BEGINNING / THE END •The

Lands Between is the world over which the seven
gods sealed the entrance to their islands after the
Great Evil appeared. The lands of the world have

been turned into a battleground between the
Seven Elden Gods and the Great Evil. • After the

end of the seven Elden Gods, the world over
which the gods sealed their islands came to be a

desolate wilderness inhabited by a nameless tribe.
The beast-like race that live there constantly lust

for blood and slaughter. They are merciless in
their hatred of everything created by the gods,
and they carve out their own dwellings in the

places where the gods once stood. • When the
gods used their magic to seal their original world

away, the ban of "No Death" (death and all related
things must be prohibited) was placed on all living
beings. However, the seal on the worlds ceased to
function after a millennium, and death once again

began to reign. 2. THE ISLES OF THE
NETHERWORLD •The seven islands where the

gods currently reside are the Isles of the
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Nethersworld. After sealing the seven worlds, the
gods sealed themselves in the various worlds of
the netherworld. •The god that commanded the

seven islands to seal their worlds made them live
in this world, which is the maze-like lands

between the seven worlds, in order to protect the
seven worlds. •However, the god's actions have
created their own counterattack, which they call
the Great Evil. This evil is a phenomenon unique
to the Seven Elden Gods, which the living world

has not seen before. •The seven

Elden Ring Features Key:
Adaptive battle system design that promotes player progression.

A completely original, in-depth story that cannot be found anywhere else.
Freely combine all newly added units and items to create the strategy that’s best for your play style!

Explore the Lands Between in a completely different way by creating a unique hero!
Unusually deep Japanese writing.

Diverse PvE quests from deep dungeons to open fields
A vast world from open fields to huge dungeons to one-on-one battles

Combine and swap all newly added units and items
A completely original story with twists and turns, countless characters, and a multilayered plot
New online elements based on the concept of asynchronous play to explore the Lands Between

together in a unique way
A new-generation action RPG where the focus is on intense battles, deep strategies, and effective

tactics
Follow a variety of heroes over their growth as you take on new challenges

Combine the best weapons, armor, and magic from a range of unique weapon types and subtypes, in
order to become the “tarnished hero” strongest to those around you

A rich and uniquely original story featuring numerous important characters

What do you think? Expect new updates to follow later in the
summer. Let us know in the comments.

Learn more about Think! Series fans at "October Crisis: The party
that extended two legends"!!

Classic TEAM ACTIVATION ETERNAL! An original team contract has been established for cooperation and
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development. We, the official WE, are working diligently on the development of this idea - to present it to
the public as soon as possible! The overall theme is "change meets legacy." In the game, characters from
across the series will meet each other for the first time.
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